INTRODUCTION

Your primary care office is no stranger to a fully booked calendar. With a high volume of patients, it’s vital to maximize efficiencies, reduce overhead and streamline your operations.

But are your most common exams—like taking a blood pressure reading—as efficient as they could be? Outdated blood pressure methods might be slowing down your caregivers and impacting your bottom line.

A primary care facility in Michigan explored this topic, comparing an automatic vital signs device to traditional manual methods for vitals collection. The study showed cost savings, efficiencies and clinical benefits when the practice used an automatic vital signs device.

CHELSEA FAMILY AND INTERNAL MEDICINE (CHELSEA, MI)

Chelsea Family and Internal Medicine is part of Integrated Healthcare Associates (IHA), headquartered in Ann Arbor, Michigan. With more than one million patient visits per year and approximately 70 practice locations, IHA is one of the largest multi-specialty medical groups in Michigan.

VITAL CONSIDERATIONS

Automatic Blood Pressure Devices Can Deliver Long-Term Benefits in Primary Care
Dr. Steven Yarows of Chelsea Family and Internal Medicine explored two different methods for capturing blood pressure readings in this quality-improvement study. Throughout the exercise, medical assistants conducted more than 800 blood pressure readings using an automatic oscillometric device or the manual auscultation method. The exam time and the equivalent cost per exam were calculated and compared for each method to determine the most efficient and cost-effective process.

Immediate Results: Measurable Time and Cost Savings

Measuring blood pressure with a manual wall gauge took an average of 58.6 seconds. The automatic method used a Hillrom device with the SureBP algorithm, producing blood pressure readings that averaged between 39.8 seconds and 29.3 seconds.1

As medical assistants became more familiar with the Hillrom™ device, their measurement technique improved, decreasing reading times to an average of 29.3 seconds in the last third of patients recorded.1 No such learning curve was seen with the manual wall gauge.

To understand the ROI, Dr. Yarows calculated the cost of a medical assistant’s time and applied that to each blood pressure reading. After calculating wages down to the second, the manual blood pressure method costs $0.34 per measurement, versus the automatic method that costs $0.17 per measurement (after the learning effect took place). This results in a savings of $0.11 per measurement with the automated method.1

“The automatic [Hillrom] method averaged 39.8 seconds; however, with device experience, this decreased to 29.3 seconds.” - Dr. Steven Yarows
FORECASTED RESULTS: THE IMPACT OF EFFICIENT VITAL SIGN MEASUREMENTS

Reducing spend by $0.11 per blood pressure reading may not seem like a major cost savings, but the long-term impact tells a different story. Blood pressure is measured for every patient at every visit in Dr. Yarows’ practice. So, with more than 25 patient visits per day, the automated Hillrom device saved the practice more than $1,000 per year.¹

Measurable Return

Dr. Yarows estimates that the potential return on investment for an automatic vital signs device is as little as one year.¹ Further efficiency gains can be realized if the vital signs device is connected to an EMR, streamlining workflows and helping to improve data accuracy.

Projected Efficiencies

Beyond the direct cost savings for a medical assistant’s time, Dr. Yarows theorizes that faster readings would also result in shorter rooming times. With limited exam rooms in a primary care office, increased turnover in each room could allow more patients to be seen and deliver substantial benefits for a primary care facility.¹

Shifting Clinician Time

Measuring blood pressure more efficiently can enable you to focus on what’s most important—providing quality patient care. Dr. Yarows describes manual blood pressure readings as tedious and time-consuming, estimating that he’s spent more than 500 hours performing these routine measurements throughout his career.¹ Reducing the time for these readings by a few seconds per patient could result in long-term time savings, enabling you to shift that time away from manual tasks and towards patient care.

Blood Pressure You Can Believe In

Unlike manual gauges, automatic vital signs devices can include advanced features to help support your diagnoses and treatment decisions. SureBP technology, for example, is an inflation-based blood pressure algorithm that’s included in many Hillrom vital signs solutions. The algorithm can generate a blood pressure reading for 93% of patients on the first measurement attempt, helping save time and reduce the need for repeat measurements.²

Many Hillrom vital signs solutions also include blood pressure averaging, enabling you to take and average multiple readings with the press of a button. Blood pressure averaging has been shown to reduce misdiagnosis of hypertension by up to 56% for improved hypertension diagnoses.³

$1,000 In Savings Annually

With more than 25 patient visits a day, 5 days per week, use of a Hillrom automated device could equate to a savings of more than $1,000 per year.¹
CONCLUSION

Hillrom’s automated blood pressure device helped Chelsea Family and Internal Medicine capture blood pressure readings more efficiently. Saving time and money enables the clinicians to focus on their patients instead of manual data capture and documentation. And with features like blood pressure averaging, the practice is equipped with tools to help detect and diagnose conditions like hypertension more accurately.

The learnings from this study don’t stop with Chelsea Family and Internal Medicine; they can be applied to other primary care offices around the country. If you’re looking to make your practice more efficient, it may be time to standardize vitals collection with an automatic vital signs solution. See how one small change can have a lasting impact on your practice and your patients.

Experience the efficiencies for yourself. Contact your Hillrom representative to learn more.

Introducing Hillrom’s latest innovation: the Welch Allyn® Spot Vital Signs® 4400. This simple, easy-to-use solution offers an efficient way to capture, access and document vital signs so you can spend more time focused on your patients. Designed to help promote long-term heart health, the Spot Vital Signs device includes blood pressure averaging and our SureBP® algorithm for consistent, accurate blood pressure readings.
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